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WHY PODCAST
ARE IMPORTANT 
Podcasts develop your brand.
With an estimated 90 million listeners in the U.S, your podcast has
enormous potential in terms of reaching new customers. On top of
that, your podcast is an owned channel where you can control your
brand's message and position your business in the most strategic
light. When listeners subscribe to your podcast, they are opting to
hear from you regularly. By starting a podcast and releasing episodes
on a consistent schedule, you can stay at the top of your customers'
minds and stand out from the competition, building a level of brand
loyalty that deepens over time.Podcasts are personal.

Podcasting is an intimate medium. 
By speaking directly into your customers' ears, you're communicating
with them in a powerful and personal way. Unlike traditional
marketing channels that tend to be carefully curated, podcasts are
often casual and unfiltered. Even if your podcast follows a general
script or outline, your voice adds a human element to your business
and gives listeners an authentic feel for the personality of your brand.
Podcasts are also infused with everyday life. Since podcasts are
perfectly suited for mobile consumption, people listen to shows
anywhere and everywhere: during their morning commute, while
doing the dishes and drifting off to sleep. Your podcast is a chance to
create an intimate connection and reach your audience in new and
more personal settings, while also finding where your brand fits into
your customers' lives.



Podcasts build authority.
Your podcast is a platform to speak about your industry and the
unique knowledge and passion you bring to your business. Start a
podcast about a topic you know a lot about, and you will begin to
establish yourself as an expert in your field and attract new
customers. Lettuce Rewind is a podcast from the founders of Señor
Lechuga Hot Sauce. In the show, husband and wife co-host Nico and
Lauren describe the nuances of building a business, sharing the
company's origin story, and creating a brand. They support their
partners by highlighting collaborators, and they discuss the details of
expanding into retail stores and the broader culture surrounding their
business. Over the course of the podcast, Nico and Lauren establish
themselves as a credible voice in their industry and create meaningful
content that aims to inspire other entrepreneurs to follow their
dreams. Lettuce Rewind goes to show that by telling your story and
tapping into your expertise, you can not only give customers an
entertaining entry point to discover your business but also establish
yourself as an authority and build valuable trust for your brand.

Podcasts dig deep
Most marketing channels are an influx of information where brands
compete against each other with bursts of short-form content. On
the other hand, podcasts are a chance to produce long-form material
that gets a deeper message across. Time limits or character counts
don't constrain podcasts. They are a chance to showcase your
expertise and dig further into your brand's story in a way that other
formats can't accommodate. Give listeners a behind-the-scenes look
into upcoming launches or let them the intricate details of a
particular product. Is there a unique project you're working on? Share
the full story with your listeners and show off your business in as
much detail as possible. Your listeners will appreciate the exclusive
content they receive by tuning in to your podcast each week.



IDEATION



STEP 1 FIND YOUR CONCEPT: 

What is your podcast about? Your answer to this question
should be specific enough to establish a clear focus but
broad enough that you will be able to sustain the podcast
over multiple episodes and seasons.

Make it short sharp, and understandable. 

STEP 2 DETERMINE YOUR FORMATE

The format of your podcast will determine how your show
looks and feels. You can think of format as the blueprint for
your show. For example The Tim Ferriss Show podcast
explores the amazing talent from every profession & hobby
around the world.



STEP 3 FIND YOUR CENTRAL QUESTION 

What is the Main question that you will seek to address
throughout the course of your podcast?
Ex: Why do we like pop music or exploring the inside of the
brain

STEP 4 FIND YOUR AUDIENCE OF ONE

Who do you imagine would be interested in listening to your
podcast? Who are you building your show for? This step can
be as general as commuters or as specific as Stephen Kings
fans.



The best way to formulating ideas for your podcast

is to listen to other podcasts. See what’s already

out there. Listen to podcasts in your topic area and

note any elements of these shows that you might

want to emulate.

Listen to other Podcast
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STEP 5 CHOOSE YOUR FIRST GUEST

Since the first episode, you might be messy and might not be
published your first guest should be someone you know trust
and are comfortable speaking with.



STEP 6 PLAN YOUR QUESTIONS

You can think of your podcast episode as telling a story, you
can think of your interview questions as a sign post for that
story. Planning these questions ahead of time makes for a
smoother interview and more cohesive episode.
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STEP 7 CREATE YOUR EPISODE OUTLINE

An outline is a chronological plan of what will happen in episode
one item after another. It Doesn’t have to be formal, and you
can even have it on hand for reference while you're recording. 

Do this: Refer to the example podcast outline and consider what
element you want to consider ( intro/outro music cues scripted
segments interview segments ad breaks) you wish to
incorporate into your outline then draft a loose outline for your
episode.

M Y  T I M E L I N E
S T A R T F I N I S H



RECORDING



Microphones: USB MIC

Mixers and audio interfaces

Recording software (Anchor )

ZOOM account and downloaded.

USB microphone

A webcam 1080p

The right settings for recording

What you will need for in person interviews:

What you will need for Internet calls is 

Recording

Recording Tips and Tricks

Always wear headphones while recording you will be able to hear what you’ll

sound like to your audience. 

Stay close to your mic. Position yourself close to your mic and speaking

directly into it will make for clear audio. Be sure to instruct your guest to do

the same.

Minimize noise by surrounding yourself with soft things.



Best Practices for

interviewing

GO IN WITH A PLAN

Prepare your questions ahead of time so that you’ll know what questions
to ask, how to ask them and when to ask them.

PREPARE YOUR GUEST

Ensure that your guests feel comfortable and told what to expect during
the interview.

BE SURE TO REALLY LISTEN TO WHAT
YOUR GUEST IS SAYING
This step makes for a more authentic conversation and will allow you to
ask more engaging follow up questions.

STAY FLEXIBLE

Use your interview questions as guidelines but make sure that you’re still
allowing the interview to unfold organically,

DON'T BE AFRAID OF SILENCE
Staying silent after your guest offers up an underdeveloped answer will
prompt them to elaborate, clarify or add more detail.

ASK OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS

Avoid asking a yes or no question that don't require your guest
to elaborate.
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DISTRIBUTING



Distributing

STEP 1 TITLE YOUR SHOW

Think Strategically about what you will name your show. Your title

should be relatively short, should not include the word podcast and

should likely not include your name.

STEP 2 DESCRIBE YOUR SHOW

This description is different from your log lin as it will be shown

alongside your podcast in podcast directories. This step is where

you tell listeners what your podcast is about and why they should

listen. 300 words.

STEP 3 PROVIDE THE AUTHORS NAME:

In most cases, this is just your name, but it also might be a

production company or the name of a company that works for.

STEP 4 CREATE SHOW ART 

(3000x3000)

Keep all text readable.

Art for social media as well. 

 STEP 5 ACQUIRE SOCIAL HANDLES FOR YOUR SHOW

You'll want to create a website, and social media account for your

podcast be sure to do this well before the podcast launches so that

you’ll have these channels ready to go when the time comes!



STEP 2 DESCRIBE YOUR SHOW

STEP 3 PROVIDE THE AUTHORS NAME:

STEP 4 CREATE SHOW ART 

Distributing (Worksheet)

STEP 1 TITLE YOUR SHOW

STEP 5 ACQUIRE SOCIAL HANDLES FOR YOUR SHOW



S M A R T S T E P S . O R G

DISTRIBUTION
CHECKLIST

TITLE YOUR SHOW

CREATE SHOW ART

ACQUIRE YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA
CHANNELS
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WRITE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
YOUR SHOW

2

BUILD OUT A WEBSITE FOR YOUR
PODCAST

5

CHOOSE A PLATFORM TO HOST
YOUR PODCAST.
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Can't wait to hear your
first episode!

GOOD WORK!


